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At the meeting of the Research Committee 1.ast October brief mention 
;:rc.s made of the l·ror�: on "bearing testn �oene<:"t h flexible pavements throup;h­
out the stqte e.s opposecJ. to the evalue.tion of pumping beneath rir;id �Jave­
ments 1'Thich ,,,ras completecl n yee.r ago. This J?roject dealing ,.�rith subr;racle 
bearinc 'beneath flexible ]Javewents 1·ras initiated in the fall of 1947 at 
the request of the Division of Design. Ho�rever, not more then six or 
eir,ht ·locations ';rere sampled and tested in that year, nnd field ,,rork ii1 
earnest d.id not start m1til !1ay, 1948. 
1fnen the tests on the various high�rays �Jere finished last September, 
185 locations representing ar;out LeJ5 miles of pavement in all parts of 
the state had been inclucled in the project. Considerin,� the fact that 
never more th...-m three locations "t;rere ,_�rorked per day -- and this v-ras more 
often t�ro or even one location per de.y, not including days of travel -­
just the extent of field operations represented quite an =dertaldnc;. 
This 1.•rould hD.ve been im:oossible had it not been for the excellen t coopera-­
tion of the District Engineers e.nd their personnel responsible for the 
roads who backfilled and surfo.ced all the OI.Jeninrs itrhere tests �"rere made 
after June 1. 
From Septemoer to the first of December laboratory tests and calcu­
L;ttions 1-.rere in pre:t;ress, nnc1 although not all of the analysis of data 
l1B,d been com�?letetl in those three months enough had been f_inished to mnke 
possible a report of the stud�r at the 28th annue,l meeting of the Eighv.ray 
Resee.rch Board in �.1ashington on December 10. This presentation w·e.s madt:· 
at the request of the High1f.ray Research ]oard Coro1mi ttee on Design of 
Flexible Pa vements, of 1·rhich Hr. :Bray is a mem1)er. The report vras very 
vrell received, thera beinf� several "'rho discussecl the paper most of \·rhou 
conclucled that they ,oulcl like very uucl1 to have the sw·i!e thing in thei1· 
01.r\m states. Also, there '1:rere r ... �any requests for copies, but only a fe\._r 
of these \�Jere supplied .. 
A copy of this report entitled 11An Investigation of Field �.nd 
Laboratory l<iethods for Jve.luatinc Subgrade Support in the Design of 
Flexible Pavements" is attached. Actuo.lly, the original version Pl'Gpl'>red 
"by R .. F .. Eaker, then Research Engineer ( no't·V Engineer of Soil lc'ieche.nics 
for the 1•Test Virginie. Sto.te Roe.d Comnission ) , and \L :S. Drake, Assistant 
Research Engineer, contained much less thHn the report in its present 
forr:1, mainl;;r because a m.u.1ber of features in the ,,rork hncl not been con­
pleted.. In JanUB.ry, the vritten version to be printecl in Eighl·t�V Resenrch 
Boe.rd Proceedings Has }Jre�9ared and it contained much more than the original 
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oral version, these supplements consisting of thorough analy�es of moisture 
content and density relat.ions between soils tested in the field as opposed 
to the same soils tested as laboratory samples; variations in moisture 
contents for different seasons of the year and at different locations 1·1ith 
respect to the pavement; factors introduced by the composition of the base 
material including amounts of fines nnd corresponding Plasticity Indexes: 
nnd other things that could be quite influential in the performance of the 
:pavements. 
Even in that enlarged High1·ray Research Eonrd version, the original -
curves showing relationships between bearing values and indicated thick­
ness of pavement sho1m in Figs. 7 to 9 and Figs. 12 and lJ ;�ere retained. 
These represented the greatest degree of consistency (referred to as 
11degree of accuracy" ) for the data taken at face value and having no 
modifications. It "as knovm at that time that modifications based on 
subsequent evaluation would be desirable, because certain features of the 
data as \tell as certain conditions existing at some of the locations 
called for these modifications. Accordingly, some modifications have 
been made �.ri thin the past month, and these are summarized in Table 9. 1'11 th 
those modifications, the grea.test consistency or degrees of e.ccura.cy �rhich 
could be obtained 'd th the different types of test are represented by 
curves in Figs. 18 to 22. 
Each of these sets of curves could serve as a basis of design, hov!­
ever the practical aspects limit these only to tests performed in the 
laboratory, Therefore, the Research Laborr>.tory is recommending the curves 
in Fig. 22 as 11design curves 11, even though they have the lo�rest degree of 
accuracy of all in predicting conditions e.s they �rere actually found on 
the high�rays during this investigation, These do not represent a departm·e 
from past procedures, because the soil test procedure required is the one 
used for this purpose for the past several years, and the curves are based 
on 11minimum11 C .E.R. values introduced 1•rith the Pumping Study last year. 
They do have a radically different method of traffic calculation in the 
equivalent 5000 pound ;·rheel load system as opposed to the old 22,000 pounu 
EXle load arbitrarily assUJned. 
This Equi valent \'Theel Load method 1•ras developed in California 
several years ago 1 and ine.smuch as it is rather difficult to describe and 
use unless one is accustomed to dealing ''ith traffic evaluation methods, 
only a very brief summary of the method is c.ontained in this report. ll.ll 
traffic measurements at the 27 loadometer stations represented vrere take'l. 
by the Division of Planning, and everything pertaining to traffic has 
been thoroughly discussed v!ith !1r. Eagby and hr. Pulliam. It is my under­
standing that they thin); predictions of traffic by this E\i.L system can 
be given vri th much more assurance and accuracy than would have been 
possible with the 7 ton axle system ''rhich He used in the Pumping study. 
Incidentally, if that is so, our tr�.ffic f�.ctors in the Pumping report �dU 
be revised to this system. 
In vie\•/ of the fact that no agreement could be obtained bet�reen fieV 
CER values from tests beneath the pavements and laboratory C:BR 1s from 
correspond.ing tests in the laboratory, there is good possibility that 
differences in moisture and density betvmen t)le t"o are of real signifi­
ca.l')ce, Obv-io:usly, the bet.ter the laboratory test represents the ulti!'late 
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field condition the more reliable it is for the selection of design values. 
Thh discrepancy could account for the laboratory OBR method producing the 
lo>Test degree of accuracy of any of the other methods, all of which 'rere 
based on tests in the field. As a minimum an investigation of the labora­
tory OBR compaction and so�king methods for the possibility of better 
correlation is in order, and such an inves tigation is proposed as a SUPPle­
ment to this project, 
The attached report is termed a semi-final report in contrast ��th 
the final report >'hich should be ready in a fe>r >reeks. That final report 
will not change the substance of this report in any way unless we are nble 
to complete our investigation of the CBR test before that time. The pri­
mary reason for the final report, however, is to record all of the vast 
tabulations of data 'rhich substantiate the condensed information, and to 
prepare a manuscript "hich >rould be sui table for publication as a Bulletin 
of the Engineering Experiment Station at the University • .A. proposal to 
that effect 1'lill be made at the meeting of the Research Oommi ttee on March 
2. 
We earnestly recommend the laboratory CBR test as it stands, the 
Equivalent �Theel Load method of traffic evaluation, and the curves in 
Fig. 22 of this report as the best basis for design of f lexible pavements 
i n  Kentucky for the present. Some slight improvements over this Tik� be 
possible in the near future, but until that time the Research Laboratory 
considers this single conclusion the most satisfactory ans>rer to the 
problem outlined by the Division of Design a year 3nd a half ago. 
Respectfully submitted, 
y .;:: (]1u.;n. 1\.·C..,../� / L. E. Gregg . 
Associate Director of Research 
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INVESTIGATI01T OF FIELD AND LABORATORY i13TEODS FOR EVALUATING 
SUBGRAD:.:J SUPPORT IN Tru; DESIGN OF RIG:f'J·�AY :::'L3XI3L3 PAV:.:J:ivj-=-oT S 
By 
R. F. Baker, Research Engineer, and 1•1. B. Drake 
Assistant Re search Engineer, Kentucky Department of High>rays 
ABSTRACT 
Four different methods of evaluating subgrade suppor t under flexible 
pavements >Jere studied: (1) Field CBR; (2) North Dakota Cone; (3) Bear­
ing Plates; and ,(Li-) Laboratory CBR. 
Approximately 435 miles of flexible pavements in Kentucky >Jere 
repre sented. The roads 1·•ere selected so as to c,ive a •ride range in condi-
tions of traffic, soil areas, and design. A total of 185 locations •rere 
investir,ated, and 338 cone tests, 291 field CBR1s, and 117 series of plate 
tests •·rere conducted. There •rere 178 subgrade samples for •·rhich the 
laboratory CBR test was conducted. Undist urbed samples for future tri-
axial tests •�ere obtained at 21 locations. 
Subgrade moisture variation was considered. Traffic t•ras determined 
by loadometer surveys and use· of traffic flo>·T maps. 
For the traffic imposed, ade�uacy of the designs -- as indicated 
by the presence or absence of base failures was evaluated from the 
standpoint of subgrade support measured by the four methods of test. 
Comparisons among the various methods of test in determining the subgrade 
support .rere made. The ultimate ob,jective is a design criteria for 
flexible pavements in Kentucky. 
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INTRODUCTIOl� 
The basis for flexible pavement design by the Kentucky Department of 
High�1ays has been, for several years, the laboratory CER test and the 1942 
CER curves developed by the California Department of Hight•Jays. Some 
modifications �1ere applied for local conditions e.nd observed performance. 
However, road performance has becOJUe so unpredictable the.t direct applica­
tion of the empirical curves has been seriously questioned by the design 
engineers. 
Accordingly, in the fall of 1947 , the Research Laborntory �ras asked 
to evaluate for Kentucky conditions the laboratory CBR, as \·Jell as other 
methods currently advanced for flexible pavement design. Since such a study 
could very easily require several years to complete, the problem 1·•as further 
qualified to the e:x.tent that some reo ommendation >�as desired at the earliest 
possible time. 
Previous work in the field of research into flexible pavement design 
11as summarized in 1945 by the High1·•1ay Research :Board Subcommittee on 
Flexible Pavement Design ( 1). The evaluation of subgr�.de sup<)ort was, and 
is, the most difficult fes.ture of pavement design. The CBR, cone penetro­
meter, bearing plate, and the tri-axial shear tests have been used most 
often for evaluating subgrade support. 
Numerous high�ray departments including California (2), 1-lyor,ling (J ) , 
Ne�r Mexico (4), Colora.do (5), and i'iinnesota (6) employ empirical design 
curves based on the CBR or modifications. A penetrometer type loading of 
the subgrade has been incorporated into an empirical design criterion by 
North Dakota (7), and into a rationo.l design formulae by Housel (8). 
Kansas ( 9 )  and the Public Roads Administration (10)  have applied the 
results of the tri-a.xial shear tests to a rational design criterion. 
Plate tests, to determine the bearing ca;oacity of the subr,ra,de, have been 
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used by Campen and Smith ( 11) and the Bureau of Yards and Docks, U. S. 
Navy (12). 
The approach to the problem in Kentucky �ras neither unique nor 
original, The literature concerning" flexible pavement design vras studied 
in detail, and the major problem -- the evaluation of subgrade support -­
�ras selected as the initial objective. 
SCOP:S 
The purpose of this investigation "as to determine for Kentucky 
soils the effectiveness of the labore.tory O:SR value in designing thicknesses 
of flexible pavements and bases. In addition, the CBR, Uorth Dakota Cone, 
and plate bearing tests 'rere conducted in the field in order to decide >rhich 
of the method s studied •rould give the most practical design criterion. 
The study included sampling and density determination" of base and 
sub-base materials, and field and labore.tory sampling a"nd testing of sub­
grade materials from 185 locations representing 4)4,6 miles of road selected 
on the basis of traffic, performance, type of subgrade soil, and types of 
base and surface construction. The map preceeding Page 1 shov!S the sample 
distribution. Traffic information >ras obtained through the cooperation of 
the Division of Planning. The remainder of the 1-rork 'ras completed by the 
personnel of the High1·ray Ha terials Research Laboratory. 
METHODS 
The methods employed in the investigation could be subdivided into 
the follm·ring phases: preliminary, field •mrk, laboratory testing and 
analysis. 
Preliminary 
The roads studied included those recomr.1ended by the Division of 
Design as being typical situations representing a variety of design. 
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Several others "'ere added by the Research Labore.tory so as to include every 
major soil area in the state. 
Traffic over the selected routes >ms considered to be of paramount 
importance. Through the cooperation of the Division of Planning, 17 
special loadometer stations "'ere set up and operc>.ted in the fall of 1947 . 
The data thus obtained, combined vri th those from 10 routine stations 
measured in e arly summer of 1947 , furnished the basis for the analysis of 
traffic conditions. 
Before actual field v1ork started, detailed :past design information 
>las taken from the files. A summary of the constituents of the various 
:projects >�as normally available. As •rould be expected, the older roads 
were built u:p through a series of :projects, The main :purpose of this 
type of information was to assist in analyzing the performance of the 
road, In addition, by having the information during the performance sur­
vey, it •1as :possible to select sample locations so as to include designed 
variations in base and surface conditio ns. 
Field Work 
It 1-ras realized from the start that moisture conditions in the sub­
grade >!ere to have a ntost important influence. Accordingly, in Harch of 
1948, the first of three series of subgrade moisture samples were taken 
from the subgrade beneath the edge of many of the roads studied. A total 
of )6 such locations ,,,ere sampled at that time. It vas impossible to 
determine the location of future subgrade analysis, so only 17 ,,rere at 
the exact spot of subseq_uent subgrade testing, The second subgrade 
moisture sampling •,-ras completed for all locations at the time of field 
testing and sampling. The third measurement ,,,as made in November of 1948, 
at which time a :portion of the former locations vmre visited for moisture 
content sampling at the edge as >rell as near the point of the field testing, 
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Base failures were the only types of pavement distress for which 
detailed information 1·ras obtained, since the main interest of the study was 
in the design of base and surface thicknesses. Classification of perfor­
mance •ras largely limited to a visual examination of the road. Fig. 1 is a 
photo of a typical failure. Fig. 2 is the type of fa ilure classed as a sur­
face failure, and mentioned only in the perfoimance data as a part of the 
evaluation of the general condition of the road. 
Upon completion of the perfonnance survey, the actual s ections to be 
sampled "'ere selected. At the beginning of the investigation, it ''as 
estimated that approximately one sample every t1·ro miles 1·1as the mo.xirm.un 
density of sampling the.t could be completed in four months of field opera­
tions. \'There the performance of the road seemed rels.tively 1.1lliform, and 
the soil areas ( as judged by available geologic maps anit the appearance of 
cuts, topography, etc. ) did not change, se�ple locations were kept at a 
minimum .. 
The extent of field sampling and testing consist ed of density and 
moisture content determinations for the base, sub-base and subgrade. In 
addition, and for the subgrade only, t1·1o C:SB., t1<o· North Dakota Cone e.nd 
thr ee plate tests vrere conducted in as many locations as possible. 
Disturbed samples for laboratory ane.lysis ,,,ere taken of the base, the sub­
base and the subgrade. Undisturbed subgrade samples for future tri-axial 
tests .rere obtained at 21 locations, time and soil type being limiting 
factors 1·rhere such samples �·ere omitte d. 
!�any elerrents affe cted the number of tests conducted at any one 
location. The most significant influence >Tas the weather. In JO locations, 
tests 1·rere eliminated due to rain halting operations. Complete sampling 
and testing \'laS not possible in many instances due to the variation in time 
required to conduct all the tests. Approxir.m.tely, four men for five hours 
F1g, 1. Base Failure 
Fig. 2, Surface Failure 
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vras the average req_uired to complete one location, Greater than average 
depth excavation, or plastic clay subgrades the.t >rere difficult to prepare 
for testing often lengthened this time to six hours. llith a.n eir,ht man 
cre�.r. three complete locations per dP.y >rare the most that could be expected, 
and this did not include be.ckfilling and patching by maintenance personnel 
responsible for the road. Thus, in order to consider a greater number of 
locations, if only vrith part of the field tests, it 1•ras decided to elimi­
nate the plate bearing tests at approximately 25 percent, and at not more 
than 50 percent of the locations, 
After a decision had been reached as to 1•hether plate bearing tests 
would be included, the appropriate size hole •ras outlined on the pavement. 
After some experimentation and study, it v•as found that a 40- by 80-in, 
hole vdth plate tests, and a 4o- by 4o-in. openinf, \'lithout plate tests, 
�rere the minimum size holes that vrould suffice. The longitudinal edge of 
the hole l'ras bet>reen one and t•ro feet from the edge of the road, The sur­
face vras excavated ;rith a spade bit attachment on a standard jack hammer. 
An air compressor mounted on a dump truck vras used to drive the hammer. 
In most cases, the pavement "peeled" rather readily from the base, 
and after it WaS rerro Ved, a density deterrnination \'laS made on. the base 
nmterial using calibrated sand. This latter method of density determina­
tion "'as used in preference to that employing a rubber balloon wherever 
extreme irregularities (unusual l'lith sharp edges ) existed on the surface 
of the material to be tested. Ho;,•ever, the main concern over these 
irregularities 1-ras the difficulty in obtaining a good density determination, 
for it was practically impossible to prepare a level area. As a result, 
there can be no doubt that most of the base densities are only rough 
estimates of the actual density. 
Jlioisture content samples '"ere tA.ken from the material removed for 
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the base density test, and excrwation of the base using the jack hammer 
attachment l<as the next step in the samplinr, procedure. In order to elimi� 
nate f:racture of the base m�Cterial sampled for future laboratory testing, 
the base sample 1·1as te.l<:en at a distance of at least 6 inches from the spade • 
.A.s the base >•as penetrated, care v1as ta1<:en to prevent overlooking a 
change in b�se materie.l or an existing sub-base. If a sub-base 1•ras en-
countered, it Fas treated exactly as the base material; i.e., a density 
determination, moisture content sample, and a bag sample >•ere obtained. 
The hole \'las excavated uniformly and as each ne�1 depth '1as ree.ched, 
observations �<ere made for evidence of a subgrade material. �Then this 
latter material >las encountered, the base or sub-base �ras excavated .vi th 
the jack hammer to appro.x.imately one inch above the subgrade. 
The final leveling was completed 1qth small lk�nd tools (a geologist 
pick, brick mason hrunmer, concrete tro>rel, ond ordinary laboratory 
spatulv.s). Only smD.ll portions of the subgrade l<ere exposed at any one 
time in order to n1inimize drying of the subgrade • 
• 
The source of ree.ction for the field C:BR e.nd the plate bearing 
tests 1·1as an I-beam >relded to the under-carria,�e of a commercial ton and 
a half truck. The truck '''as loaded so as to give a reaction of appro xi-
mately 6000 pounds. In order to eliminate considerable movement of the 
I-beam as the 1·might 1·•as transferred from the springs, the truck axle and 
frame 1·:ere lashed tor,ether vrith a chain. After the excavation �1as com-
plete, the truck '1as backed over the hole and the ends of the !-beam \•1ere 
jacked a.s sho1·m in Fig. J. :Sy this method the entire 6000 pounds could be 
concentrated on the subgrade before there v•as any noticeable movement of 
the I-beam. 
The actual transfer of the load from the I-beam to the subgrade 
vras accomplished •:•i th a ball and socket proving ring and meche.nical jack 
Fig. 3. Twelve-inch Diameter Plate Test in Progress 
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arrangement. The 10,000 pound proving ring pnd extensometer dial served 
to mee.sure the loe.d. For the field conditions of this stucly, it ••rns not 
deemed necessary to have an inset in the proving ring to increase the 
accur�.cy at lo�r rm1ges. The proving ring 1·ras c·'.librated three different 
times during the investigation and no appreciable change 1·ras noted. 
Penetration or deflection of the subgre.cle \·'as mec.sured by a single· 
extensometer dial as sho1·m in Fig, 4. 1:Jhile it v�.s realized that at lee.st 
t1·ro Rnd preferably three dials are recommended for plate tests (lJ), the 
additional time reo.uired for the set up me.de this impre.ctical. For the 
relatively small plates, loads, and deflections used in this study, it �ras 
probable thRt the error introduced· �ras nep;ligible. 
It can be noted in Figs. J and 4 that the snd posts and the deflec­
tion ggge standard are undesirabl0r close to the e.rea being tested. 
Unfortunately, the amount of error if any, introduced by such e. situation 
has not been definitely determined e.lthough numerous investige.tors (lJ) 
have set a minimum distance of 6- to 10-feet bet"reen loaded area and dial 
support. Campen and Smith (14) have made some mee.surements for he,wy loads 
with 12-inch e.nd larger circular plates on bQse materie.l. Thesa inclicate 
that for conil.itions in this study the maxhmm error in deflections thn.t 
could be caused is  in the range of .01- to ,O)-inc:1es. 
In conducting plate tests, there are four nie.jor problems of 
technique a.bout .rhich there has been considerable controversy among soils 
engineers; (1) size of plates, (2) rate of loading, (J) the effect of 
repetitional loading, and (4) the allo>rable deformation. 
In this study, the size of the plates and the nlloHable deformation 
�rere limited by the re,cction that could be obtained from r;. mobile unit that 
did not exceed the lo�.d limit or bridge C".paci ties. The sizes of the 
plates decided upon 1·rere four, six, nine, e.nd tuelve-inch diaJneter circulo.r 
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rigid plates, and the maximum deflections l••ere those that could be obtained 
for the hrelve-inch plate under full load. 
It was decided to load the plate, at. a rate of 0.1-in. deformation 
per minute, in one increment up to either 0.2-in. or to the maximum load, 
whichever came first. The ultimate load Has held until settlement '·•as less 
than .003-in •
. 
per minute. 
As to the repetitional loading, t��e permitted only three rather 
than the five tho.t have been recommended by the Highvay Research Board 
Committee on Flexible Pavement De.sign (13). 
The procedure folloue·d for the Harth Dakota Cone Test vras a.s recom­
mended by Boyd (7), except that the penetration of the cone �ras measured 
�d th an extensometer dir>.l. Fig. 5 is a picture of the set up used for 
conduct ing the North Dakota Cone Test. 
The field CB;a �·ns an 11 in -plgce11 test, similar to that recommended 
by the U. S. Zngineer Depe.rtment (15). The size of the plate and the 
rate of loading "'ere the same e.s those recommended for the laboratory CBR 
test. 
In order to elh1inate excessive excavation, a standard 1••as estab­
lished for relative positions of test on the subgrade. A sketch of thi� 
arrangement is shovn in Fig. 6. A minimum spcc ing of one ond a half 
di11.meters WlS required betveen a plate position and any other test loca.'" 
tion. Six inches "'as the mininrum spe.cing permitted betvreen positions for 
the field OBR, North Dakota Cone, and any other test. 
Undisturbed samples 1·rere taken from 21 of the locations. �lhile 
the importo.nce of this tY})6 of sample ;ras reE'.lized, it was necessary to 
eliminate some desirable details in order to get sufficient coverage of 
the roads. The paraffin-sealed samples 1·rere brought into the labomtory 
nnd stored in a ste.ndard �r.wist11 room. 
Fig. 5· North !lakota Cone Test in Progress 
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Upon conclusion of the sampling and testing, the holes Here b� ..ck­
filled and patched by maintenance cret•!S responsible for the ro8.ds . 
Labora.tory Testing 
La.bomtory testing included hydrometer analyses, plasticity tests, 
specific gravity using e. volumetric flask, standard moisture-density tests, 
and the CBR. All test methods �tere in accordance �ri th MSEO or ASTH 
stande.rds except for the CBR. The major change in the CBR from that pro­
posed by ASTH (2) 1•ras in the soaking period for the compacted samples. 
Instead of the recommended four days, the samples 1·•ere alloved to soak 
until the s�rell >ras less the.n .003-in. in 24 hours. This procedure origi­
nated in the Department 1 s Testing Labore. tory, due to a desire to test the 
soil in what 1•JaS considerecl an extremely critical condition. 
ANALYSIS 
Summary of Analysis Data 
Total Number of Hiles Studied 
Average Hiles Per Location 
Total Number of Locations • 
Number of Base Failure Locations 
Number of Good Locations 
Nuraber of Locations with 
Labora.t o ry OER 
Field OBR 
North Dakota Cone 
Plate Test Series 
Undisturbed Sample 
. . . " 
. . 
434.6 
2.34 
185 
91 
94 
158 
1)8 
153 
8J 
21 
The most important factors influencing flexible pavement design are 
(1) load, (2) total thickness, and (3) subgrade support. The initial Fork 
in the anal0rsis dealt Nith these three variables. The factors of lesser 
-11 
importance, such as quality, density, and grade.tion of the base; drainage; 
effect of cut or fill; grade; etc., "'ere elimine.ted f rom this preliminary 
phase. The principle of this analysis procedure has been expressed very 
well by Palmer (16); 11The influence of a sinr,le factor often is so out­
standing th�t it may sho1•r a strong trend despite a high degree of vari­
ability of the other factors". 
The method of a pproach Has similar for th.e analysis of the four 
methods of evaluating subgl·ade support. The supporting value of the sub­
grade >ras plotted versus the total thiclmess above the subgrade. A traffic 
value for each sample �1as noted on the plot. The adequacy of the design 
at each location 1w.s indicated by a symbol representing either a. base 
failure or a good section. Thus, the three primary factors in design "ere 
included. 
:Sy a trial e.nd error method, curves ,,.,ere dra�m for each traffic 
group so as to divide as neD.rly as possible the SI3Jllples representing base 
failures from those representing good sections. 
The I•Tide range of subgrade support and mat thickness resulted in 
indefinite control for certain portions of some of the curves. In such 
cases, the curves "ere dra� l·li th dashed lines so as to follo>' the trend 
of more definite parts of the curve, and to approximately parallel other 
better con trolled curves on the same plot. 
In order to compare the efficacy of the several design methods, use 
Nas made of a 11percenta.ge accuracy". These values >�ere the ratios 
( expressed as a percent ) of the number of l ocations e.t �1hich the perfor­
mance l•!as correctly predicted to the total number of locations considered. 
Traffic 
The available traffic data included load.ometer measurements from 
ten permanent stations o�erated during the period 1942-1947 and from 
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seventeen special stations operated in 1947. In addition, total traffic 
on each road �1as estimated from flow maps for the yenrs 1939-1947, 
inclusive. 
The data were expanded to the total ·number of �.xles of a given 
magnitude (t�JO directions) for each road and ee.ch year since the last 
resurfe.cing of the road in question. The traffic ,.,as converted. into 
:Squivalent 5000-pound Wheel Loads (referred to as E1•JL) by the use of the 
factors in Table 1. The factors are those recommended by California (17) 
e.nd are adjusted from the worl� of Eradbury ( 18), The mJL value is 
essentially a means of including in the traffic factor the "weighted" 
effect of various sized l•lheel loads. 
The total JJWL values vrere divided into groups ranging from Group I 
{those �rith lo�r traffic) to Group V (those "rith the heaviest traffic). 
The range in tote.l EYJL for the five groups is sho1m in Table 2. Also in 
Table 2, the 11 spread11 of the traffic is indicated by the number of loca­
tions at "hich the traffic 1•as •.·rithin a given range. These figures 
represent all locations sampled. 
The traffic calculations thus far described are estimates of past 
conditions. It should be pointed out that ��hen a choice existed, esti­
mates of past traffic Pere kept at a. minimll!ll. Thus, the traffic attri­
buted to a given section 1·•ould be as lo\•r as the data ,.rould permit. This 
procedure introduced a safety factor into a design criteria b8.sed on the 
past traffic values, particularly if future traffic is overestimated for 
design purposes. 
Subgrade Moisture Content and Densit)l 
There are insufficient data to indicate conclusively the variation 
in the subgrade moisture content from season to season, or from edge to 
center of the pavement. Table 3 is a list of the moisture contents, e.nd 
I 
'l'AELlil 1 
LIST OF FAC·rORS AFFLBD ·ro WHEEL LOADS IN 
CALCULA.!!U'G EQ.UIVJIL,i:N'L' 5000-FOUND WHEEL LOADS 
Whao1 Load 
4500 - 5500 
5500 - 6500 
6500 - 7500 
7500 - s50e 
8500 - 9500 
9500 - '.0. 500 
10,500- 11,500 
11,500- 12,500 
Factor1 "7hoe1 Load 
1 12,500.: 13.500 
2 13,500- 14,500 
4 14,500- 15,500 
8 15,500- 16,500 
16 16,500 - 17,500 
32 17.500 - 15,500 
64 18,500 - 19,500 
128 19.500 - 20,500 
Factor 
256 
512 
1024 
2048 
4o96 
5192 
16,384 
32, 76S 
1From 11California. High'.oays e.nd. Public Works11, page 9, March, 1942, 
Group 
Number 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
RA.J.\TGE OF EQ,UIV .ALENr 5000-POUJ!ID 
WHEEL LC.ADS INCLUDED IN S'fUllY 
:lang·· of Ctunula.ti VA EWL 
( th. yc•al' of last l'••'SUI'facing 
to 1g47, inclusive) 
Und,•.r 1,000,000 
1,000,000 to 2,000,000 
2,000,000 to 3,000,000 
3,000,000 to 6,ooo,ooo 
6,ooo,ooo to 10,000,000 
'l'ota.l 
Ntunber of 
Locations 
i" Grou" 
58 
6o 
22 
24 
21 
lS'i 
-
I 
in Table 4 there is  a summary of the data from 81 locations at v1hich 
moisture measul:'ements t·rere made during at least tt·ro seo.sons of  1948. 
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There appeared to b e  some variation throu{';hout the yer.r , although 
at nearly 50 percent of the loco.tions, the moisture contents varied by less 
than 2 percent. This is �rithout reg�.rd to type of soil, depth to �rater 
table, or distance of the S!ll11ple from the ed,o;e of the road. There are 
strong indications thl'.t for the year 1948, moisture contents Pere highest 
in the fall. 
Some variation from edge to center is indicated, the moisture con­
tents at the edge appearing to be the larger. However ,  since the edge 
samples were tP..ken in �rha.t �.pperrs to be the more severe moisture season , 
thi s variation might �Jell be seasonal. 
In Table 5 ,  there i s  !'. summary of the moisture content data taken 
a.t the time of the field te sting, compared vith the plo.stic limit, optimum 
mo isture content, laboratory CBR moisture content ( entire sample ) , percent 
saturation and density, and the type of soil. There are no data as to 
depth to �'a ter table, end the adequacy of the drainage has not been 
indi cated. 
It can b e  seen that at app ro.ltimately 33 percent of 149 locations, 
the field moisture content �'e.s larger th�.n the Plastic Limit, and at 43 
percent of 161 locations the field moisture content vm.s larger thnn the 
optimum moi sture content. 
For the various PRA soil groups , only the A-4, A-5 , e.nd A-5-7 
groups �Jere represented by a suffi cient number of samples to estimate 
moisture relationships. For the A-4 soil s ,  the field moisture content �rr.s 
greater than the Plastic Limit in 35 percent of the cases, and larger thf'>.n 
the optimum in 37 percent of the cases. For A-5 �.nd A-5-7 soil s ,  the field 
moisture content �·as larger than the PlD.stic Limit in only 29 percent of 
�ABLJ!l 3 
LIS� OF FIELn MOISTT.JRE CON·r.ENrS 
Sample Group Moistur.· Cont,•nt � Samo1" I Group Moisturn Cont••nt N; I No • . Snrin<t Sununnr Foll No, No, I flnrin"' SUmmer Fali · 
' 
505�S B 18,0 21.7 . 598-S B 12.0 17.8 51o�s B 24.0 31.4 599-S B 17.0 16.5. 512-S B 25.0 23,8 601-S B 3a·o 25.8 51 itS B 17 .o 2�.0 6o2-s 0 10.4 1 .  14,6 51 s 17 .o 603-S ' B 1 ·3 B 17.0 15,9 516-S B 30.0 34,0 607-S B 32.0 16.7 518-S B 2�,0 17.8 A 20.5 20.6 52tS B 2 .o. 12,0 612�5 c 19.0 23.0 20.0 52 s B 25.0 17.2 614--S B 11.0 19.8 527-S B . 2.9 15·9 615'-S B 14.0 16.7 s4o-s c 12,1 14,0 14.0 618-S ll 19.1 20.3 s4a-s ll 14,0 19.0 619-S ll 8,0 11.8 54;ts c 15.5 16.0 17.1 A 13.8 14.4 54 s c 7·3 15.0 19.6 A 12.1 13.0 545-S c 14.3 20,0 18,1 626-S c 9·3 12.0 8,9 547-S c 15·3 21.0 15-7 628-S B 12.0 11.1 548-S c 16,6 20,0 15.8 629-S ll 11.0 12o4 
A 16.3 14.3 630'-S B 11.0 16.9 552-S ll 16,0 15.8 A 18.3 20.2 555-S c 15.0 13.0 25·9 633-S B 29-0 18.9 
A 4.8 20-3 634-S 0 16.5 8,0 16.5 557-S ll 16,0 15·3 635-S 0 10.0 12.0 11.4 558-S B 14,0 15.9 636-S B 15.0 21.7 561-S B 19.0 14.5 6a7-S ll 19,0 21.3 565-S ll 17.0 19.8 6 2-S B 18.0 17-5 566-S B 14.o 16.9 643-S B 21.0 16.9 569-S B 19.0 2lo9 648-S B 13.0 22.2 571-S B 14.o 18,7 649-S B 14.0 21.2 573-S B 18,0 15.6 650-S B n.o 20.0 577-S B 15.0 18,7 651-s ll 19,0 15.7 578-S B 10,0 10.1 652-S B 17.0 14.a 579-S B n.o 14.7 656-S B 22.0 22. 
A 10.0 6.2 657-S B 25.0 24.7 
A 10.1 9·1 66o-s B 11.0 18.1 587-S B 15.0 11.6 661-S B 8,0 17.0 
A 11.4 11.� 66its B 6,0 24.3 589-S B 16.o 6. 66 6 B 25,0 24,5 590-S c 4,8 12,0 12,4 668-S B 20,0 18.3 595-S B 23.0 12.3 669-S ll 19.0 16.1 596-S B 19.0 19·5 679-S 0 8,8 10,0 9·7 68:i-S c 15.7 14.2 16.2 
Groun 
A 
:s 
c 
•.l!AllL.E 4 
SUi-.!MARY OF ST1BG.R.A.'DE MOI STUR.Z OON':t'EN•r llA'rA 
O:s•rAINEll IN •riB SPRING, SUMMER AND FALL OF 194S ���a� f II P avement .Four Fo .:.'t from 
Edgo P avement Edge> 
.tionil D<'scrintion March 1<JI+S Summer l<J4S I 
No . of Locations 
wh<m M0i:sture 
Cont en·c was 
Larger 
the 3 
9 . 
No . of Locations 
at whi ch Moi stur e 
Cont,··nt vari e d  by 
L0ss than 2;6 6 
No. of Lo cation s 
whon Moi stur P 
Content was the . 26 
Larger 
57 
No , o f  Locations 
at V'hi ch Mo i s cure 
Content vari e d. by 
L0ss than 2')1, 17 
No , of Locations 
when Moisture 
Content. was ·ohe 0 7 Larger 
15 
No . of Locr,·oions 
at whi ch Moi stm· e 
Conte n t  varied by 
Less than 2% from 9 s 
the Average 
P avement 
E dge 
NoVc'mb ,,r l<J4S 
6 
6 
31 
17 
6 
11 
PB.A. 
Classification 
A-1 
A-2 
A�2-4 
A-4 
A-4-5 
A-4-6 
A-5 
T.AJ3LE 5 
SUlC:lJiABY OF Il3l:ill.TIO£ISIITP :S3T1'J':2lT FI3UIJ 
HOI STUB.E COHT:sl'l"T ,. PT....Jil.STIC Lil�iiT , OPT!l'J!UH 
l<IOISTURS CONTENT c\l!Il LJUlOP-'I.TORY CBR JviO I STURS CONTEtiT 
Plastic Limit 
Optimum 
Moisture Content 
Uo . of % of To tal ll"o .  of % of To tal 
Description Lo cati on s  Samples Loc!'ltions Samrole s  
Total nUmber of Lo cations 0 - 2 -
no. of Locations vhere the Field 
M . G .  was = to or greater than o .  0 0 0 
Field iL C .  plus o r  minus 2% 0 0 0 0 
Total number of Locations 5 - 10 -
no. o f - Locations where tre Field 
lci . C .  was = to or greater than 0 0 4 40 
Fiel d  M . C .  _plus or minus 2£ 1 20 4 40 
Totnl n-umber o f  Locations 2 - 2 -
Uo . o f  Locations "here the Field 
M . C .  was = to or greater t.han 0 0 1 50 
Field !•i . C . nlus or minue z<j., 1 50 1 50 
Total nu..'Tlber of Locations 71 - 73 -
No . of Locations \•rhere the Field 
M . C .  \�as = to or greater than 25 35 27 � Field Ivi . C .  ulus or minus 2;6_ 18 2S 16 
Total numb er of Lo cations 0 - 1 -
No . of Locations where the Field 
11i.C . Has = to or greater than J 0 0 0 
Field Jvi, C .  plus or minus 2'0 0 0 1 100 
Tote.l numbe r  of Locations 5 - 7 -
llo . of Locations t·Ihere the F i eld 
Jvi . C .  tms = to or greater than 2 40 3 43 
Field JL C .  -plus or minus 2'% 0 0 2 zo 
TotP.l numb er of Locations 52 - 45 -
No . of LocP.tions >rhere the Field 
H . C .  was = to or greater tha.n 15 29 23 51 
Field M. C .  plus o r  minus 2% 14 27 21 47 
Labo ratory CBR 
Mo i sture Content 
(Entire Sample) 
no. of % of Total · 
Lo cations S;c..lliDl es 
1 -
1 100 
0 0 
8 -
4 50  i i 
2 2S 
3 - . 
2 67 
1 To 
69 - ' 
34 49 
11 45 ' 
1 - i 
1 100 
1 100 
7 
4 �� : 4 � .. , 
39 -
18 46 
18 - 1}6 _ ____j 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
Plastic Limit 
PRA No . of ;., of Tota.l 
Classificl'.tion Description Locations SaJJroles 
Tot al ntm1ber of Locations 0 -
.A.-5-6 l<o . of Locations Hhere the Field 
Joi . C .  �·as :; to or greater then 0 0 
Field J!i. C .  nlus or  minus 2_fo 0 0 
Total number of Locations 12 -
A-5-7 Ho . of Locations \•rhere the Field 
ici .C . �ras = to or greater than 6 50 
Field M.  C .  ulus or minus 2<1, s rc2 
Total number of Loce.tions 1 -
A-6 �To . of Locations >�'!ere the Field 
iL C .  >ras " to or greater than 1 100 
Field H.C . _plus or minus 2S 0 () 
Total number of Locations 1 -
A-7 l!o . of Locations Hhere the Field 
E . C .  t!as ::: to or greater th�.n 1 0 
Field l·i . C .  plus or minus 2<; l 100 
Total number of Locations 149 -
Total lio . of Locations .rhere the Field 
l:i. C .  trJas = to or greater than 49 33 
- --- Field i·l . C .  plus or minus 2% 40 27 
Opt illlUJJ1 
Moisture Content 
Uo . of 
Locations 
0 
0 
0 
14 
9 
4 
3 
2 
1 
l 
1 
0 
158 
70 
?0 -
�� of Total 
Sample s  
-
0 
0 
-
64 
29 
-
67 
ll 
-
100 
0 
-
44 
4/j. --· . ·----
Page 2 
Laboratory c:BR 
l1oisture Content 
(Entire Sample ) 
No � of )' of Total 
Locations Samples 
1 -
1 100 
0 0 
14 -
• 
6 43 
1 21 
3 -
2 67 
0 0 
1 -
l 100 
0 0 
147 -
74 50 
i}O - _4). _ __  
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the situations , and larger than the optimum moisture content in 51  percent 
of the cases .  
The data indica.te that the mois ture content of  the field and labora-
tory CBR test samples �1ere reasonably close . Ho1·reve r ,  the tabulation 
belo�r sho11s that the densities obtained in the Laboratory CBR test \•rere 
considerably greater than t ho se for the field. The same was true for the -
percent saturation. 
SUl!ili!ARY O:E' RELATIONSHIP :BilT1'r.tl2'l' THE 
LA.BOBATORY CBR D3NSITY1 AND P:t:RC3NT 
SNI'TJ.RATI01!2 VERSUS TE:iJ FIELD D:sl!SITY 
Alm PSR0"'11T SATTJ.RATION FOR 128 LOCATIOl1S 
Description 
Field percent maximum density greater than 100 
Le.boratory CBR pE'>rcent maxiLmm density greater 
than 100 . . . • • • . . • • . , • • 
Field percent maximum density greater than 
laboratory CBR • • • • • . . • • . • . 
Field percent maximum density plus or minus 3 
percent of laboratory CBR • • • • . 
Field percent saturation equal to or  greater 
than 90 • • • • • • • • • • . • 
Laborato ry CBR percent sature.tion equal to  o r  
greater than 9 0  • , • • • • • • • • • 
Field percent saturation greater tCk<n labora-
tory CBR • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Field percent saturation plus or minus 3 per-
cent of laboratory CBR • • • • • • . .  
. . .. .. . . . . . . 
Percent 
48 
95 
17 
59 
87 
10 
20 
While the field moi sture content l•las larger tho.n the laboratory CER 
moisture content in 50 percent of 147 cases ( Table 5 ) , the field percent 
saturat ion >Jas larger than the lo.borato ry CBR percent saturation in only 
lRatio  of  unit dry \'Ieight of e. soil to Standard Pro ct or l'iaximum Densi ty .  
2Ratio o f  volume of Hat er t o  volume of voids (where voids i s  all space not 
occupied by soil particles ) .  
10 percent of 128 cases . 
Laborat ory CBR 
The method used for compaction and sonkin� of the soil 
- 1.5 
re sulted in a denser sample ( a t  about the same moisture content ) but a 
higher degree of satur�.tion than exists in the field. The high densities 
obtHined by the California method of compaction have been recognized by 
others (1.5 ) .  
The l�.boratory CBR value for ec.ch increment of pene t ration , as �1ell 
as for the average , minimum , and maximum , >�ere v.nalyz ed to dete rmine �1hich 
value gave the best correlation . The percentages accuracy listed in Table 
6 indicate very little difference as to \·rhich penetration ���\S used. Those 
developed for the minimum laboratory CBR are sho'.rn in Fig. 7 ,  and hove a 
percentage accuracy of 76.  
After the curves hc�d been developed, the California A and B curves 
(2) >rere plotted. The shD.pe of the curves checked closely for CBR v".lu es 
up to t en. Ho,,<e ver, the traffic values �re re lo�1er for the data from thi s 
study. Above the value of t en, there is a much greater reduction in mat 
thickness re<{uirements for the California curves. The four- to six-inch 
thicknesses required by the data of this study are due to failed locations 
with relatively high CBR val�es and mat t hicknesses . A comple te analysi s  
of these soils h�.s not b e e n  made . lt is possible that some b elong in the 
category r�cognized by California as being particul?.rly troublesome due to 
irregular grain size distribution. 
Field CBR 
In Fig . 8 ,  there is a series of curves for the minimum field C3R 
value . As \�as done vd. th the laboratory data, the field CBR val ue for e.ll 
increments of penetrat ion, average , minimum 8nc1 maximum >�ere ano.lyz ed, and 
the results "ere as indicated in Table 6.  The accuracy of these curves 
SUMMA..i.Y OF PERCEN'l'AGES ACCURACY 
Ove1· All 
1'e st R" sul t 11- 1'ra:f'fic Gr oup s P cJl' cen tage Te s t  Pl'ocedure Consid<'r•'d I !I !II rv v Accur acv 
I 
AvJrage 7 8  69 67 7 4  88 74 
Maximum Clltt 80 69 134 74 88 77 
Minimum CBR 87 76 74 70 83 76  
Labor a tory 0 , 1  78 66 74 78 88 74 
OBR 0 . 2  84 68 6S 7 4  9 4  76 
0. ) . 78  61 74 S3 8S 74 
0 , 4  84 15 61 61 83 75 
0 . 5 82 74 63 61 76 74 
Average 79 71 S8 81 89 79 
• Maximum 82 so S8 86 95 S3 
Minimum 78  71 92 84 9 5 83 
Field 0 . 1  7 5  7 4  83 88 93 80 
CBR 0 . 2  7 5 74 91 83 S6 so 
0 . 3  84 7 8  88 81 95 83 
o , 4  7 6 7 5 88 81 95 80 
0 , 5  7 8  7 6  89 81 89 79 
North A'V(�rp_c;e 73 7 2  82 85 100 79 
Dakota !la:rlmum 77 69 82 85 94 79 
Cone Mi nimum 77 72 82 8g g 4  7 8  
Plate I 1 2" 7 4  67 87 82 100 78 :Sear ing I •ro st 3011 71 70 87 73 I 86 76  
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North Dakota Cone 
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The minimum , and e.verage North Dakota Cone b earing V?.lues for a 
given location were analyz ed and the percentages accuracy sho�m in Table 6 .  
Where three te s t s  were conduc ted, any t es t  ''ith a re sult not in accord �lith 
the other hJO �TI'.S eliminat ed from further considerati on. In Fig . 9 ,  the 
curve s  are sho'm for the ave rage Uorth Dakota Cone :See.ring value . The per­
centage accuracy 1•.a s 79. 
The design curve fo r the o riginal North Dako ta Cone study >ras 
plotted after an analysi s  ''as me.de of the de.ta from this s tudy. In general, 
the curve resembles Curve 1 developed from data obtained in this project.  
Plv.te Bearing Tests 
Initially, the fiel d  data from ple.t e bee.ring t ests 1·rere plo tted ns 
total lond versus deforma.t ion (Fig . 10) . A defonnation of 0 , 1-inch "as 
the maximum that was available from the data l·•ithout e:x.tensi ve projection 
of the curve s .  The load for each plat e at 0 . 1-inch deformat io n and a 
single loading was converted to unit s tress and thi s value plot ted versus 
the perimet er-area rat io (Fig . 11 ) .  
There "18 re 68 locations tested >rith e.t least three plates.  In only 
23 of the analyses did the date. plot in a reaso nably straight line such as 
sho\m in Fig. 11 . For an a.ddi tional 11 cas e s ,  the point s vrere neP.r enough 
to a straight line tho.t a. fai r average could be drm•m . Fo r the remaining 
34 of the locat ions ,  individual plat e t e st results ,,,ithin a series  of 
three >�ere eliminated on the basis of : 
(a )  irregularities of the load-deformation curve s ;  
(b) large discrepancies  in bee.ring value from one test  '''ith regr.rd 
to the other h•o tests ;  
(c)  values causing decreasing stress vri th  increasing perimeter­
area rat i o s .  
(f) 
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Of the 34 plat e tests eliminated, six wore 4-inch, thirteen 1·rere 6-inch, 
four �rere 9-inch and eleven �re re 12-inch, 
The fe.ilure of fifty percent of the samples to confotrn to generally 
accepted relat ionships behreen stress and the perimet er-area ratio could 
be attributed to the fol lo�ring factors : 
( a )  Working in a plate-size range of recogni zed q_ues tionabili ty ; 
( b )  irregularities in mat erial tested; 
( c )  unfavo rable test conditions , such as proximity of dial stand 
and end posts to the loaded area, and minor irregularities in 
rate of loading ; 
( d )  human errors . 
For the purposes of an empirical analysi s ,  the bearing cap�.cit ies 
plotted in Fig . 12 for 12-inch diameter plo.t e s ,  •rere taken from the plot 
of stress versus perimet er-area ratio rather thnn the actue.l test values .  
The lines 1·•ere projected t o  a perimeter-area ratio of 0 . 13.3 to determine 
the bearing value unde r a 30-inch diameter plate .  
The design curve s developed from the data for the 12- 8lld JO-inch 
plat es  sho,·• in Figs . 12 pnd 13 ,  that the accuracy percentages �·ere 78 nnd 
76,  respectively. 
The effect of repeti tional loading has not been ane.lyzed to date .  
Base Semples 
The results of the me chanical analyse s and plasti city te sts  of the 
base samples �<ere considered in the light of the follo�o�ing recommendations 
made by the Highv�y Research Board Subcommittee on Flexible Pavement Design 
(19 ) :  
( 1 )  The P . I .  of the mat eri�l passing the No . 40 si eve should be 
no greater then 6 .  
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( 2 )  For m�ximum protection ag�inst fro st action, there should 
be not more than 8 percent ps.s s i 11g the No . 200 si eve . 
In Table 7 ,  there i s  a list of the base sDmples that had a P . I .  
great er than six. Of the 27 samples , 13 �rere from good sections ,  v•hi le 
14 t-rere from base failures .  For each location , the thiclmess of the 
existing mat vras checked ngainst that required by the curves in Figs . 7 ,  
8 ,  9 ,  12 and 13 . Nothing of s ignifi cance vras noted. Ho1•rever, at only 
nine locations 1·re.s the mat thickness l'rithin three inches ( plus o r  minus ) 
of that required by the curve s .  I n  additio n ,  of the 27 samples only seven 
had as much as 10 percent of the sample pns sing the 1To .  40 sieve . 
I n  Table 8 ,  all base samples that contained as much as 9 percent 
passing the No . 200 sieve have been listed. There are 13 from sections uith 
base failure s ,  and 22 from good sections . These Sainple loce.tions �re re �.lso 
checked �.gainst the five sets of curve s ,  but �.gain there t-ra s no signifi cant 
trend noted. Only 15 had a mat thickness plus or minus 3 inches of that 
indicated by the curve s .  
The dens i t i e s  and mo i s ture contents of the bases vrere checked, Only 
20 of 179 had a moi s ture content in ex.ce s s  of ten, and of these ll vrere 
at good locations . There �rere 47 ,,,ith a density less than 120 lb. per cu. 
ft . ,  of »hich 25 �re re de terminat ions from good locat ions. Future analyses 
in greater detail may reveal significant effects of base moi sture s and 
dens i t i e s  despite lack of control of the base density dete rminat ions . 
lifo qual i t y ,  · st rength, o r  laborFttory relative density de termin0.tions 
have been conducted on the base sample s .  Ho�rever, approximat ely 15 pounds 
of the origine,l base material i s  availabl e  for future analyses . 
Relat ionship be tween Te s t  Re sul ts 
Nume rous inve stigat o rs have att em:o ted to e s timate the relat ionship 
exi st ing be t1,reen the several proposed methods for evalUB.t ing subgrad. e 
Location 
Number 
570 
577 
616 
625 
6'1g 
514 
572 
581 
596 �rn 
g9g o4 
610 
5�2 
rs:n 
5S2 
594 
611 
529 
603 
670 
650 
61S 
515 
5'11 
579 
627 
•rABLE 7 
LIS� OF BASE SAMPLES "'I TH P , I.  GR.ElA:r 1R ·.r:HAN SIX 
( Material P assing No , lio Sieve) 
Mat - P ercent Passing 
P avemnnt 
Performance 
Uo Base Failure 
Base Fai lure 
Base Ji'P1. lur o  
1T o  Base Fai lwe 
Base Failure 
Base Failure 
Base Fai lure 
1To Bas<l Failure 
No Base Failure 
No Base Fail urtJ 
No Bas•> �·ai lure 
No Base Fail uro 
Base FailUl'e 
Base Failure 
No ]J,se F,iluro 
No Base Failure 
No Base Failuro 
No Base Failuro 
Base Failure 
Base Failure 
No Baso Failuro 
Base Fail uro 
:Sase F0.ilure 
Base Failuro 
No Base Failure 
Base Fail uro 
Bas-a Failure 
�hi ckne ss 
I inches I p,l:.  
1B.o 7 
B.o 7 
7 .0 7 
34.0 � 10. 0  
g ,O s 
10,0 B 
10. 0  B 
10 . 0  s 
1'1. 0 s 
lls.o s 
17 . 0  B 
6,0  B 
13,0 � 10 ,0 
12,0 9 
19 ,0 9 
12.0 9 
13,0 10 
S , 5 10 
8 , 5  10 
9 · 5  11 
9 o 5  13 
s , o  15 
)4.0 15 
8,0 16 
9 ·0 16 
No , 200 No , lKJ 
Sieve Sitwe 
2 5 
s 17 
4 5 
6 11 
'5 9 
5 7 
3 5 
23 26 
s 15 
') 7 
b 10 
0 3 
2 7 
� � 
1 2  1 3  
2 3 
4 7 
2 4 
6 7 
0 2 
4 6 
7 s 
5 
2� 20 
9 1 2  
3 5 
Lo cation 
Number 
513 
517 
526 
551 
�7q 
583 
588 
613 
626 
638 
661 
671 
5 28 
559 
560 
571 
672 
512 
519 
527 
5bl+ 
578 g99 
5�� 
561 
582 
676 
544 
'i06 
678 
68o 
679 
595 
5 S1 
TABUl S 
LIS'.!' OF BASE SAMPLES WI'l'H MORE 
'.i:HAN 8 PERCENT PASSHTG 'fHE NO, 200 SIEVE 
Mat Por cont 
P avement T�i ckne �) Passing 
P erformance inches No , 200 
Base Failuro 13.0 9 
No Baso Failure 22.0 9 
No Bas<> Fai l ur '' 27,0 9 
No Base' Failm• o  5.0 � Base Failure s.o 
Base Failure 9 ·0 9 
No Base Failure " 10,0 9 
No Baso .ll'anure 9 .0 9 
No Base .ll'ailuro 7 . 5  9 
No Bas'' Failur<il 13.0 9 
No Bttsc Failur o 14,0 9 
Base Failure 16. 5 9 
No Baso Fai lura 6.0 10 
No Base Failure 9 .0 10 
No Baso Fa.iluro 17 . 0  10 
Base Failure 11.0 10 
No Baso Failure 13.0 10 
No Baso Fai ltll'o · 33·0 11 
No Base Failure 19 .0 11 
Base l!'�luro 10. 5  11 
llHso Failur<J 11 ,0 11 
No Base' Failur,1 7.0 11 
Baso Failu:rA 20 . 5  11 
Base Failuro 12,0 11 
No Bn.so F,i luro 17.0 12 
Baso Fatluro 9 .0 12 
No Base Failul'o 12.0 12 
No Baso Failul'e 7 · 5  12 
No Base Failure 12.5 i� No Base Failure 14.0 
llaso Fail uro 12,0 15 
Baso Failuro -- 16 
N o  Base Failure 7 · 5  19 
Base Failure 9 · 5  21 
No Base Failure 10.0 23 
P , I .  -
( Material Pa�)ing No , 40 Si '>V0 I 
6 I 
0 
6 
0 
16 1 0 0 I 2 
5 I 3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
5 
6 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
6 
0 
2 
0 
0 
8 
- 19 
support ( 20) , ( 21 ) .  
The relationship be t>reen the minimum labore.tory ".nd minimum field CBR 
was analyzed by dividing the results into four groups on the ba sis of rela-
tive conditions of moisture and density. These are contained in Fig. 14 
�1hi ch shews no dependable relationship for any of the groups.  This would be 
anticipr.ted for all but Group l .  This latter group contains all situations 
at t•rhich the field moisture con tents and densi t ies 'le re comparabl e to those 
in the labo ratory. Unfo rtunat ely , there t·'6re only eleven in this group . 
The inconsistencies behreen lab om tory CBR and field CBR conditions 
of mo i sture end density in the CBR te sts  indicate conclusively that the 
lc.borat ory technique employed in this study is in need of modifications . 
Research on. the eff ect of a lab ora tory compaction ond the so�king period 
taking cogni zance of the IIOrk by the U.  s .  Engineers at Vicksburg ( 19)  
has b een initiated as  a se cond phase of thi s inve stigo.tion of soi l s, and 
the ir  relation to flexible pavements in Kentucky. 
The minimum field CBR ''Jas plott ed versus the average North Dakota 
Cone bearing value in Fig. 1.5 . It t•rill be  noted the.t for cone bearing 
VE>.lue s up to 400 and CBR1 s  up to ten, there is a good relatio nship. Above 
these value s ,  there i s  con side rable variatio n in bearing values .  
No thing more than a 11 t rend11 appears t o  be indicated by the plot of 
the field CBR ve rsus the bearing capaci ty for the 12-inch plat e ,  0 . 1-inch 
deformat io n ,  and single loading ( Fig. 16 ) .  :Extreme variations occur in all 
ranges of bearing values .  
A trend i s  indicated by the plot of the Harth DE>.kot::>. Cone bearing 
v�.lue versus the bearing capacity for the 12-inch plate, 0, 1-inch defo rma­
tion, single loading, shavm in ll'ig. 17 . :Even so , there is considerable 
variation throughout the range of bearing values .  
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:a:t:SULTS 
The necessary approximations in the det ermination of  traffi c make 
any traffic value a varivble,  The :Equivalent Wheel Load method of com­
putation proved sufficiently reliable in differentiating thickness versus _ 
·bearing to permit an overall accuracy of from 77 to 83 percent, �rhereas 
comparable de terminations without regard to traffic exceeded 70 percent 
in only one instance , �!oreover the Equivalent Wheel Loa.d value , as opposed 
to -suecific wheel loads measured by loadometer, is very useful in proj ect­
ing traffic ,  particularly �ri th a limited number of lo�.dometer station s .  
The variation in  seasonal moi sture content l•ras less  than 2 percent 
for 33 of 81 locat ion s .  In 3 3  percent o f  149 locat ions , the field 
moistur e content coas greater  t�.n the plast ic limit ,  and at 27 percent of 
these locat ions i t  •·ras v•ithin 2 percent of the p'l.astic limit ,  At 48 
percent of 124 l.ocations the field density Fas greater than 100 percent 
maximum density (A. S . T .l� . D698 ) .  
1•Tith regard t o  moi sture contents o f  the field and laboratory OBR 
tests,  at 51 percent of  147 locations the field moi sture content �ras 
greater than the corre sponding laboratory moisture content, At 41 per­
cent of the locations the two moi sture contents "mre •.·rithin plus or, minus 
2 percent of each other, At 81 percent of 128 locations the laboratory 
OBR density was greater than field density. In 59 percent of the cases 
field density vras within plus or  minus 3 percent ·Of maximum density . 
For field and laboratory O:SR, the analysis of bearing ratio s fo r 
, each increment o f  penetration sho'·'red little variation in percentage 
accuracy of pavement thickness curve s .  The minimum CBR value >ras 
selected as the best  comparative value bet1•reen the .t1,10 tests.  
- 21 
An analysi s  of the bearing plate tests sho�<ed that for )4 percent 
of 68 locations there v1as a good agreement tiith the perimeter-area ratio 
theory, and in an addi tionai 16 percent the agreement was reasonably good. 
Several reasons far the disagreement in the remaining 50 percent o f  the 
cases  were established, but in no specific instance could the disparitie s 
be explained. 
Comparisons among the unmodified bearing values obt ained from the 
different methods of test resulted in: 
( 1 )  No definite  relationship behmen laboratory CER and 
field CBR. 
( 2 )  Excellent agreement behreen field CJlR and cane up 
to values of 4oo for the cone and 10 for the OJlR. 
Thereafter,  the diverg ence became progr e ssively 
greater with no dependable relationship exi s ting .  
( 3 )  Trends in relati onships be t�re en plate loading and 
both the field CER and the cone . 
- 22 
£1o method of test produced better than 83 percent accure.cy in pre­
dicting performance , unless some rege.rd is given to extenuat ing circumstm..:es 
that are reasonable and probably valid, Undoubt edly there �rere a number of 
circumstances represented at loce.tions ,,,here tests ''ere me.de that have no 
counterpart in net<�ly designed and constructed pavement s ,  For example , 
adverse drainage to the extent of ponded ditches and frequently flooded 
road�rays are factors beyond usual design requirement s .  Simile.rly , �ridened 
pavements offer possibilities for failure v•hich 1•rould not be represented in 
nev construction pro j ects.  The ne�r base may not be of the same quali ty or 
even the same type as the o ld .  
�Ti t h  this in mind, all locations �re re reviewed individually by 
reference to field notes l"nd photographs , and in many cases these ,.rere 
supplemented by ne�r notes taken at the time test loce.tions vrere inspected 
again .  During this revievr, no attention •rhe.tsoever 11as given: t o  test 
results in o rder t o  avoi d  elimination o r  modification of resul t s  on the 
basis o f  anything but field condition s .  
In 1 2  instances the probable cause o f  failure o f  the base t o  support 
the pavement vras t raced to adverse drainage, and there "ere five locations 
"rhere '�idening of the pavement �ras considered so influentinl th�.t perfor• 
mance of the road as a �rhole was nat represented by performnnce at the 
spots t e st ed .  Seven other samples �rere judged non-representative for 
various reasons . Acco rdingly, analyti cal data >rere modified eithe r  by 
elimination of the test result s entirely or by a change in the pavement 
performance rating. Table 9 shot�s the lo cntions affected the comparat ive 
degree o f  failure , the reasons for change , and the actions taken. 
i�ith these modifications , the data >rere used in plotting ne" sets 
of curves for pavement thicknes s  versus bearing value as determined by the 
) 
Sample 
No . 
" '" 
'i 'IQ 
'i42 
'i"i7 
<;gQ 
')QQ 
6o-.: 
610 
616 
61B 
6�2 
6-.:o 
61Fi 
6-.:7 
6-:>:Q 
64c 
6"10 
6<;� 
6">4 
6"17 
6">8 
66o; 
671 
678 
TABLE 9 
SAMPLES INVOLVED IN MODIFI CA:r! ON  OF DATA 
Extent of 
F�ilure Drainaee 
Sli eht Very Poor 
E d  ... e Very Poor 
B ad Very PMr 
Bad Very Poor 
Slieht Fair 
Bad Very P oor· 
E�,.e Good 
ErlP"O Poor 
Sli,.ht r.oo d  
Bad Poor 
su ,ht Poor 
E n"e Fair 
Mn derate Verv Poo.r 
Moder,te :Poor 
Edee Poor 
Sli ,ht Fair 
EnP'O F<>ir 
, , ' ''"'" ''"•''  i '!;c' 
Bad Verv P. or 
E i!,.e Fair 
Eil,.e Good 
.EJ iiPQ Goo d  
Mo derate Fair 
Mod<1rate Poor 
Moderato I Poor 
Action Token 
.· 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Change d to 
Gon d .. �anti nn . . 
El iminated · Changed to 
Good ·section 
E liminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Changed to 
Good-Section 
Changed to 
Good �Action 
;�� 
Eliminated . 
Chang:
1
d. to . 
Goo d  action 
Changed to 
Goo d
-
Section 
Changed to 
Good Soft•• ft -
Eliminated 
EliUJinated 
Eliminated 
' 
·"· ' • '  
Caus 2. for Chan2o 
Adverse Drain=e 
Adverso Draina.ee 
Ad�erse Drainage 
Adverse Drainage 
Suction Sampled di d not repro-
sent Failod. P ortion of Road 
Adver sa Drain""" 
Widening Failure , 
Ganter Roction r..:.o d  
Adver se Drainaea 
Surface F .. i lure 
Adver se Draina.ee 
Adver se Drainage 
Settlement of 
Wi dened R,il., Bed 
Adver"e Drainaae 
Adverse Drainaee 
Advor se Dr ai naee 
Surface Failure 
Wi deni ng Failure , 
Center Reetion Good 
.Adverse DrainMe 
Wi dening F ailure, 
Center Section Good 
�iden�ng Failur e ,  
Cantor Section Goo d 
Wi dening Failure , 
Center ;:;�ft•• n..:.nil 
.Fill Settlement 
Fill sottloment 
Rock Asphalt 
'Pl<>eod too thin 
I 
I 
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several types of loading tests. In every case , the object was to draw 
relationships which 1�ould produce the highest degree of accure.cy for the 
test results in predicting pavement performance s .  Ho�rever ,  in the high 
bearing value range where the control was very indefinite due to a scarcity 
of samples ,  required thicknesses �rere arbitrarily reduced. Curves for the 
minim'Ulll field C:SR value versus mat thickness are sho�1n in Fig. J. 8 . Traffic 
groups are the same as those used in Fig. 8 and outlined in Te.ble 2 .  Thick­
nesses corresponding to given .CBR values in this · set of curves for the 
modified results are only slightly less than tho se for the unmodified 
results plotted in Fig. 8 .  However, the overall percentage of accuracy 
was raised from 84 to 90 percent . 
In Fig. 19 , the North Dakota. Cone Bearing values are plotted against 
total mat thicknesses in accordance >rith the modified set of results ,  Here 
again, the accuracy (92 percent ) of the revised data increased greatly over 
the accuracy (79 percent ) produced by the unmodified results plotted in 
Fig. 9 ,  yet the total mat thickness corresponding to any certain bearing 
value waa reduced only a slight amount . For the lo>rer ranges of North 
Dakota Cone bearing values the thicknesses �rere practically unaffected, 
�rhile  in the higher ranges the thicknesses �rere lightened about one inch. 
Thicknesses designated by plate bearing values are shown in the 
modified form in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21. These are in contrast to the 
unmodified curves in Fig . 12 and Fig. 1). respectively. Comparisons 
among thesE> show that thicknes ses required for certain bearing ve,lues 
have been reduced in amounts exceeding 12 inches for the very low bearing 
values ; however, in the range of plate bearing values above JO lb . per sq. 
in. the required thicknesses were sometimes increased a slight amount by 
the modifications . Host of these did not exceed a one inch increase, 
although there 1·rere instances of very high bearing values \•rhere the 
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incree.se ran up to about ti-ro inches .  The percentage of  accuracy for the 
12-inch :plate t·•as raised  from 78 percent to 90 percent ,  and for the JO­
inch plate it �las incr eased from 76 percent to 89 percent because of these 
·modifications in data, 
Curve s sho�dng the relntionship be t�·een minimum laboratory CJ33. and 
comb ined pavement thi clm ess are plotted in Fig. 22 in accordanc2 •"- th ·;he 
modified data. Original curve s 1·•ithout modification ,,,ere preser:te'l in F�g. 
7. The effect of mo<l.ification here �ras reduction or at least no increase 
in the indicated thickne ss requir€d for subgrade s h8.Ving certain labora­
tory OER values ,  Most pronounced changes  Here in the lo11 range s  of C3R 
(below 4) �rhere one reduction in inc.ica ted thiclmess >Tas 5 inches and 1•1oul d 
have been great er h":<d the curves in Fig . 22 been carried belo;r CBR values 
of J .  There >rere also conside rable reduct ions in thi chness  corre sponding 
to c:BR1 s above 40 , although these did not exceed a change of 2 inches in 
thickness.  Throughout the middle range be tv1een 4 and 20 CER value s ,  the 
reductions in thickne s s  casued by the modificat ions were usually less  
than one inch. That is  the range ,,here data are most abundant and , of  
cours e ,  the range ''ithin >lhich most  of  the soils fall . The percentage of 
accuracy for this method was increased from 74 percent to 82 percent as a 
result of the modifi cati ons.  
CONCLUSIONS 
Each of these five sets of curves in Figs. 18 to 22 may be con­
sidered e. design in i t self. Each test has a method fo r determining a 
beo.ring value of t he sub grade. The feasib ility of using any of the three 
field test methods for a design i s  que stionable. It is recogni ze d that 
the field t e st methods allo1c1 a greater accuracy for predicting performance , 
however, the diffi culty of conduct ing f ield tests  und.er condi tions prior 
to design makes them impractical . Thus , it i s  desirable to perfect a 
- 2.5 
labo ratory method of t e s t  that Hill reflect conclitions in the f i eld and 
predict performance t o  the degree o f  ac curacy that can be obt ained by the 
field t e s t s .  
The curves f o r  the minimum lab o rat o ry CER value s in Fig. 22 represent 
the best basis for a de sign at the present time . :Because of the l j mi t e.d 
number of sample s  represent ing CER 1 s lower than J ,  and the cri t i cal nature 
of soils having such elCtremely lo�r supporting po 1·rer ,  de signs should nil t 
be made on extensions o f  the curves in Fig . 22 t o  CE� 1 s  lowe r than J .  
The se are materials that should b e  e.voided ( removed if po s s ible ) , but i f  
design mus t  b e  made IC'.gainst their use , then the curve s i n  Fig. 7 provide 
a much greater factor of safety. 
l-!ention should also be made of the fact that tl;le laboratory CBR, 
being the re sult of a test not performed on the soil elCactly as i t  exis ted 
beneath the pavement , could reasonably be influenced more by modifications 
than any of the other t e s t  resul t s .  Ho�reve r ,  the changes brought about 
by the modified data did no t b ring this out. 
Modificati on of compaction and soaking t r eatments in the present 
laborato ry CER t e s t  pro cedure could possibly produce densi ties and mo t s ture 
content s that more nearly repre sent those o f  the s o il in the subgrade " If 
that c ould be accompl i shed, better correlation b e hreen the labo ratory CBR 
test and field performance might b e  obtained. Inve stip,ation of the t e s t  
procedure from that standpoint i s  propo s e d  as a seQuel t o  this s tudy . 
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